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A History of Barbados-Hilary McD. Beckles 2006-11-16 Highly acclaimed when it first appeared in 1990, this general history of Barbados traces the events and ideas that have shaped the collaborative experience of all the islands inhabitants. In this second edition, Hilary Beckles updates the text to reflect the considerable number of writings recently published on Barbados. He presents new insights and analyses key events in a lucid and provocative style which will appeal to all those who have an interest in the island's past and present. Using a vigorous approach, Hilary Beckles examines how the influences of the Amerindians, European colonisation, the sugar industry, the African slave trade, emancipation, the civil rights movement, independence in 1966 and nationalism have shaped contemporary Barbados.

The History of Barbados-Robert Hermann Schomburgk 1848

A Short History of Barbados, from Its First Discovery and Settlement-George Freere 1768

Sugar in the Blood-Andrea Stuart 2013 Presents a history of the interdependence of sugar, slavery, and colonial settlement in the New World through the story of the author's ancestors, exploring the myriad connections between sugar cultivation and her family's identity, genealogy, and financial stability.

The History of Barbados-John Poyer 1808

The First Black Slave Society-Hilary Beckles 2016 In this remarkable exploration of the brutal course of Barbados's history, Hilary McD. Beckles details the systematic barbarism of the British colonial project. Trade in enslaved Africans was not new in the Americas in the seventeenth century - the Portuguese and Spanish had commercialized chattel slavery in Brazil and Cuba in the 1500s - but in Barbados, the practice of slavery reached its apotheosis. Barbados was the birthplace of British slave society and the most ruthlessly colonized. The geography of Barbados was ideally suited to sugar plantations and there were enormous fortunes to be made for British royalty and ruling elites from sugar produced by an enslaved, "disposable" workforce, fortunes that secured Britain's place as an imperial superpower. The inhumane legacy of plantation society has shaped modern Barbados and this history must be fully understood by the inheritors on both sides of the power dynamic before real change and reparatory justice can take place. A prequel to Beckles's equally compelling Britain's Black Debt, The First Black Slave Society: Britain's Barbarity Time in Barbados, 1636-1876 is essential reading for anyone interested in Atlantic history, slavery and the plantation system, and modern race relations.

A True and Exact History of the Island of Barbados-Richard Ligon 2011-09-12 Ligon's True and Exact History of the Island of Barbados is the most significant book-length English text written about the Caribbean in the seventeenth century. [It] allows one to see the contested process behind the making of the Caribbean sugar/African slavery complex. Kuperman is one of the leading scholars of the early modern Atlantic world. . . . I cannot think of any scholar better prepared to write an Introduction that places Ligon, his text, and Barbados in an Atlantic historical context. The Introduction is quite thorough, readable, and accurate; the notes [are] exemplary! --Susan Parrish, University of Michigan

The History of Barbados; Comprising Geographical and Statistical Description of the Island; a Sketch of the Historical Events Since the Settlement; and an Account of Its Geology and Natural Productions-Robert Hermann Schomburgk 1848

True and Exact History of the Island of Barbadoes-Richard Ligon 1673 In this eye-witness history of Barbados, Ligon gives perhaps the earliest account of attempts at sugar manufacture. His description of a plantation indicates the size and complexity of the estates acquired in Barbados by subtle and greedy' planters, even in the early days of the industry.

Natural Rebels-Hilary Beckles 1989 Social, economic, and labor history of slave women in Barbados from the mid-17th to the mid-19th century.

The "Redlegs" of Barbados, Their Origins and History-Jill Sheppard 1977

Plantation Slavery in Barbados-Jerome S. Handler 2005-06-30 Provides a history of slavery and plantation life in Barbados

Empire and nation-building in the Caribbean-Mary Chamberlain 2013-07-19 This original and exciting book examines the processes of nation building in the British West Indies. It argues that nation building was a more complex and messy affair, involving women and men in a range of social and cultural activities, in a variety of migratory settings, within a unique geo-political context. Taking as a case study Barbados which, in the 1930s, was the most economically impoverished, racially divided, socially disadvantaged and politically conservative of the British West Indian colonies, Empire and nation-building tells the messy, multiple stories of how a colony progressed to a nation. It is the first book to tell all sides of the independence story and will be of interest to specialists and non-specialists interested in the history of Empire, the Caribbean, of de-colonisation and nation building.

Searching for a Slave Cemetery in Barbados, West Indies-Jerome S. Handler 1989

A History of Barbados, 1625-1685-Vincent Todd Harlow 1969

Englishmen Transplanted-Larry Dale Gragg 2003 "Larry Gragg challenges the prevailing view of the seventeenth-century English planters of Barbados as architects of a social disaster. Most historians have described them as profligate and immoral, as grasping capitalists who exploited their servants and slaves in a quest for quick riches in the cultivation of sugar. Yet they were more than rapacious entrepreneurs. Like English emigrants to other regions in the empire, sugar planters transplanted many familiar governmental and legal institutions, eagerly started families, alided by traditional views about the social order, and resisted compromises in their diet, apparel, and housing, despite their tropical setting. Seldom becoming absentee planters, these Englishmen developed an extraordinary attraction to Barbados, where they saw themselves, as one group of planters explained in a petition, as 'being Englishmen transplanted'"--BOOK JACKET.

A History of Barbados-Ronald Tree 1977
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is bound to result in widespread debate among Barbadians at home and in transformation, Prof. Beckles' thesis is challenging if not controversial and literature that emphasises a people-centred culture of change and thinking with the historical process. In producing this work of historical Barbadians must confront. Chattel House Blues connects current political to the struggle. The politically enfranchised workers have since risen to an markers in the journey towards social justice and equity d not mean an end became prime minister. Independence and nationhood, though critical centuries of grassroots struggle. Democracy in Barbados, he argues, as a social, political and cultural reality, has its origins principally within working class demands for freedom, justice and equality and not as a bestowal upon the masses by elites at moments of imperial and colonial enlightenment. In the second volume of his trilogy, Great House Rules, Landless Emancipation and Workers’ Protest in Barbados 1838-1938, Prof. Beckles convincingly shows that for the first one hundred years after Landless Emancipation and Workers' Protest in Barbados 1838-1938, Prof. Bea...
America. Enslaved Africans in Barbados were deployed in radically new ways in order to cultivate, process, and manufacture sugar on single, integrated plantations. This Barbadian system informed the development of racial slavery on Jamaica and other Caribbean islands, as well as in South Carolina and then the Deep South of mainland British North America. Drawing on British and West African precedents, and then radically reshaping them, Barbados planters invented a new world of labor.

**Captain Blood (Diversion Classics)** Rafael Sabatini 2016-04-19 Featuring an appendix of discussion questions, the Diversion Classics edition is ideal for use in book groups and classrooms. Peter Blood, Irish physician and former soldier, is happily settled as the doctor of a small English town. But when the rebellion of the Duke of Monmouth reaches him, saving one man’s life ends up costing him his entire world. Sentenced to indentured slavery in the Caribbean, Peter escapes, becoming the most fearless pirate on the Spanish Main—Captain Blood. But his life of adventure and the glory of his victories are no balm to Peter Blood’s wounded soul. All he wants is a cleared name and return to England a free man, to win the heart of the beautiful Arabella Bishop.

**South Carolina and Barbados Connections** 2011-08-30 South Carolina and Barbados Connections: Selections from the South Carolina Historical Magazine chronicles the efforts of early Barbadians to settle South Carolina in the late seventeenth century and expands our understanding of that remarkable connection. The island of Barbados played a major role in the settlement and development of South Carolina. In this collection of writings from the South Carolina Historical Magazine, many aspects of that Barbadian influence are studied and challenged. This splendid introduction will encourage further readings and stimulate additional research.

**Chapters in Barbados History** P. F. Campbell 1986 "This volume of articles from old issues of the Society's Journal is intended for the general reader. Supplementary matter such as footnotes and bibliographical information has therefore been omitted."—Preface.

**TRUE & EXACT HIST OF THE ISLAN** Richard Ligon 2016-09-08 Excerpt from A True and Exact History of the Island of Barbados. Illustrated With a Mapp of the Island, as Also the Principal Trees and Plants There, Set Forth in Their Due Proportions and Shapes, Drawne Out by Their Severall and Respective Scales In this doubtfull condition I took my leave with an afurance, that I (hould never finde two fuch parallel Paragons in my whole search through the World And the reafon of their fo great like ne e and lu re', was they were Sillers and Twins 5 as I was after informed by a Hermite, that came often to vift us, when we came on land, as we often did, and no: fat off from his Cell. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works."